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I . PURPOSE 

To determine the extent of structural damage resulting from a fire at the school. 

II . BACKGROUND 

The elementary school building consists of three sections.  There is a gymnasium at the 
west end of the building, a classroom and kitchen area in the center of the complex, and a 
classroom area at the east end of the complex.  A fire occurred in and was confined to the 
center section of the school building.   

An aerial image of the building, obtained from Google Maps, is shown in Image 1.   
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Image 1:  Aerial view of the elementary school obtained from Google Maps. 

 

III . FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS 

The school building was examined by Mr. Brian J. Heffernan, P.E. and Mr. Michael 
Hanson, P.E., on June 10, 2021.  Photographs were taken to document observations and 
are appended with captions to this report. 

The following observations were made: 

A. The school building is a one-story structure with a gymnasium attached to the 
west end.  For purposes of this report, the front of the school is said to face south. 

B. At the center of the school complex is a L-shaped building containing classrooms 
and a kitchen.  The fire occurred in this section of the building. 

C. A second classroom area is at the northeast corner of the complex.   

D. The south and east exterior walls of the center section of the building are 
constructed of structural window wall.   
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E. The north wall of the center section of the building is constructed of tilt-up 
concrete panels topped with structural window wall.  

F. The roof of the center section of the building consists of 24-inch deep bar joists 
on 4-foot centers supporting a metal deck.   

G. The north-south oriented hallway at the west end of the center section of the 
building is 20-feet wide by 70-feet long.  At the north end of the hall, a 28-foot 
long building segment contains two bathrooms.   

H. There is one fire damaged bar joist at the south end of the 28-foot building 
segment, at the northwest end of the center section of the building. 

I. The east-west oriented section of the center building section contains a kitchen 
and two classrooms.  A 9-foot wide hallway runs along the north side of the 
center building section. 

J. The east-west portion of the center building section is 40-feet by 110-feet.   

K. At the north-south hallway at the west end of the L-shaped center building 
section, 15 of 18 east-west oriented 20-foot bar joists sustained heat damage.  The 
joists are 14-inches deep. 

L. The concrete block interior dividing wall at the west end of the north side of the 
L-shaped building section is heat damaged. 

M. The interior portion of the structural window wall along the east side of the north-
south entryway is heat damaged.  The wall segment is approximately 40-feet in 
length. 

N. The window wall segment along the upper portion of the north exterior wall of the 
L-shaped building sustained heat damage.   

O. Along the east-west oriented segment of the L-shaped building there is heat 
damage to 17 of 22 joists.  The north-south oriented joists are 24-inches deep. 

P. The structural window wall along the south side of the east-west portion of the L-
shaped building is damaged.  Approximately 68-feet of the wall sustained 
damage. 

Q. There is intermittent heat damage to the concrete block dividing walls at the west 
68-feet of the east-west hallway of the L-shaped building.  
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IV . ANALYSIS 

A. Overview 

The fire occurred in and was confined to the L-shaped center section of the school 
building complex.  The area contains a 20-foot wide entry hall at the west end and two 
classrooms and a kitchen along the east-west section of the building segment.  The fire 
occurred in the kitchen at the west end of the east-west oriented section of the building.  
Heat from the fire spread along the ceiling space to affect the two adjacent classrooms 
and the entry hall.   

The L-shaped building segment contains a mix of structural elements.  The west wall is 
common to the gymnasium and is undamaged.  The exterior walls along the south side of 
the building are structural window walls.  Structural steel columns spaced on 4-foot 
centers support the roof structure.  The bays between the columns are filled with glass 
and opaque panels.  The north exterior wall of the L-shaped building is constructed of 
tilt-up concrete walls topped with structural window wall.   

The roof structure consists of 14-inch and 24-inch tall steel bar joists spaced on 4-foot 
centers.  Over the west end of the L-shaped building, the 14-inch joists run east-west and 
have a span of 20-feet.  Over the east-west section of the building, the 24-inch joists run 
north-south and have a span of 40-feet.   

An entry foyer is located at the east end of the east-west oriented segment of the L-
shaped building.  The entryway is 16-feet wide from east to west.   

B. Damage to Wall and Roof Structures 

The structural steel elements are considered heat damaged when exposed to heat 
sufficient to burn the paint from the members.  When heated, steel begins to lose strength 
and can distort under applied loads.  When the temperature of the steel increases above 
approximately 600°C, the microstructure of the steel can be altered.  Strength 
characteristics are further altered when hot steel is cooled by water streams during 
firefighting efforts.   

Masonry block is also subject to damage when heated.  Heating of the block results is 
embrittlement and cracking.  The damage is typically visually evident in the form of 
discoloration and spalling.   

The fire caused structural damage to 16 of the 20-foot joists over the north-south oriented 
hallway at the west end of the L-shaped building segment.  The bathroom hallway that 
projects to the north contains one of the damaged joists.  The remaining 15 damaged 
joists are in the main north-south oriented hallway.  The damage is visually evident by 
heat discoloration and gross deformation of the joists.     
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The fire caused structural damage to 17 of the 22 joists located over the kitchen and the 
two classrooms in the east-west oriented section of the building segment.  Over the 
kitchen and the west classroom, the damage is visually evident by heat discoloration and 
gross deformation of the joists.  Over the east classroom, the damage is visually evident 
by heat discoloration and burn-off of paint.   

The north exterior wall of the L-shaped building sustained heat damage to the structural 
window wall over the lower tilt-up concrete wall.  The damage is indicated by heat 
discoloration of the steel framing.  At the west end of the north wall of the building 
segment an interior concrete block dividing wall sustained heat damage to the upper 
portion of the wall.  The damage is indicated by discoloration and spalling.  The wall 
segment is approximately 14-feet in length.   

The interior west wall of the kitchen is a structural window wall.  The steel framing of the 
window wall is heat damaged as indicated by discoloration and gross deformation of the 
frame elements.   

The south exterior window wall of the kitchen and the west classroom are heat damaged.  
The damage is visually evidenced by discoloration and gross deformation of the vertical 
frame elements.   

C. Code Requirements 

The City of Altoona Kansas does not appear to have adopted building codes.  The Kansas 
State Fire Marshal has adopted building codes that are listed in KAR 22-1-3.  Pertinent 
codes include the 2006 editions of the International Building Code (IBC), International 
Fire Code (IFC), and NFPA 101-Life Safety Code.   

Fire sprinkler requirements are addressed by both the IFC and NFPA-101.  The 2006 IFC 
requires automatic sprinklers in educational occupancies greater than 20,000 square feet 
in area and in portions of the building below the level of exit discharge.  The 
requirements do not apply to the Altoona School.  The 2006 NFPA-101 requires 
automatic sprinklers in areas below the level of exit discharge.  Repair of the facility will 
not trigger requirement for an automatic fire sprinkler system.   

Fire and life-safety requirements of the IFC and NFPA-101 are extensive and complex.  
The requirements cover aspects ranging from fire and smoke barriers to exit travel 
distance and the design and size of hardware on doors.  A full audit of existing 
compliance to code requirements was not performed.   

Structural requirements are addressed in the 2006 IBC.  Of concern are the structural 
window walls and their compliance to wind resistance requirements.  Due to the 
proprietary nature of the structural window wall, strength of the wall system is not known 
without further testing and analysis.  The building was reportedly constructed in the 
1950’s.  Wind requirements since that time have greatly increased.  It is likely that the 
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window wall structure would not meet the code requirements of the 2006 IBC even if the 
data for the wall was known.  The cost to test and analyze the small salvageable sections 
of the structural window wall would exceed the cost of replacing wall segments.  The 
window wall is welded together and can be considered one monolithic unit requiring 
code upgrade. 

D. Extent of Damage 

Fire damage to the L-shaped section of the school building is extensive.  Repair of fire 
damage will require removal and replacement of the roof structure and finish over a 68-
foot long section of the 40-foot wide east-west oriented section of the building.  The roof 
and roof structure over a 20-foot by 64-foot section of the north-south oriented section of 
the building is also required.   

Structural wall elements were also damaged by the fire.  A 30-foot interior section of 
window wall along the east side of the north-south entry hall is damaged.  A 68-foot long 
section of the south exterior window wall is also damaged.  Along the north exterior wall, 
64-feet of window wall above the tilt-up concrete walls is damaged.   

The remaining sections of window wall along the south side of the L-shaped building 
should be replaced to conform to current building code requirements. 

The damaged sections of the building are highlighted in Image 2.  The green colored 
portion of the north building segment was not damaged.  The red colored portion at the 
south end of the north building segment contains one (1) damaged 20-foot joist.  The red 
colored section of the building sustained extensive structural damage to the roof and the 
walls.  The yellow-colored segments of the L-shaped building have minimal damage or 
were not damaged by the fire.  However, it will be more expedient to remove and replace 
these sections of the building to contain repair costs and to bring the building into 
conformance with building codes.  

The secondary roof structure over this portion of the building was not heat damaged by 
the fire.  However, the primary roof structure sagged causing the secondary roof structure 
to shift and lean.  This roof structure will need to be removed and replaced to facilitate 
repairs to the primary roof structure.    
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Image 2:  Color coded image of the building indicating areas of damage.   

V . CONCLUSIONS 

It is the professional engineering opinion of HDHY Engineering, Inc., that the L-shaped 
center section of the school sustained extensive structural damage due to the fire, as 
outlined above.   

HDHY Engineering, Inc. 

 

 
Michael Hanson, P.E. 
Consulting Engineer 
 

Brian J. Heffernan, P.E. 
Consulting Engineer 
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Photographs 

  

1.  Front, south side, of the school. 2.  South end of the west, north-south, entryway to 
the center section of the building. 

  

3.  South side of the center section of the building. 4.  South side of the center section of the building. 
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5.  East side of the school building. 6.  North side of the east building section. 

  

7.  West side of the east building section. 8.  North side of the center building section. 
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9.  Looking north from the south end of the north-
south oriented section of the L-shaped building 
segment. 

10.  Looking north into the north-south oriented 
section of the L-shaped building segment. 

  

11.  Looking north into the north projection from 
the north-south oriented section of the L-shaped 
building segment. 

12.  Block dividing wall at the north end of the L-
shaped building segment.   
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13.  Looking east into the east-west hallway. 14.  Looking east along the east-west hallway. 

  

15.  Looking east along the east-west hallway. 16.  Looking east along the east-west hallway. 
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17.  Looking south into the foyer at the east end of 
the L-shaped building. 

18.  Looking north in the foyer at the east end of 
the L-shaped building. 

  

19.  View into the east classroom in the east-west 
oriented building segment. 

20.  View into the east classroom in the east-west 
oriented building segment. 
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21.  View into the west classroom in the east-west 
oriented building segment. 

22.  View into the west classroom in the east-west 
oriented building segment. 

  

23.  View into the kitchen area in the east-west 
oriented building segment. 

24.  View into the kitchen.   
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